Genesis 32 tlv
25 So Jacob remained all by himself.
Then a man wrestled with him until the
break of dawn. 26 When He saw that He
had not overcome him, He struck the
socket of his hip, so He dislocated the
socket of Jacob’s hip when He wrestled
with him. 27 Then He said, “Let Me go, for
the dawn has broken.”

Processing scripture
• Interpretation
• Questions
• contradictions
• Disagreement

A.

Interpretation
1. PaRDeS vs. SeDRaP
B. Questions
1. Wrestling
2. Questions got us here…if we stop asking questions, we start to die
C. Contradictions
1. Avoidance vs. engagement
D. Disagreement
1. Can we be friends?
2. How can 2 walk together unless they are agreed?

“The bible was written
for us but not to us”
Dr. John Walton

Greek vs Hebrew
Two ways of thinking, a world apart

Words
Greek

•

Express truth
using words,
ideas, definitions

•

Prefer prose,
outlines, lists,
bullet points

Hebrew
• Express truth
using word
pictures and
stories

• Prefer poetry,
imagery,
symbolism

- Hence our pursuit of the Hebrew language

Numbers
Greek

•

Hebrew

•

See numbers
primarily as
QUANTITY

See numbers
primarily as
QUALITY or SYMBOL

Life
Greek

•

Focuses on
INDIVIDUAL

Hebrew

•

Focuses on
COMMUNITY

Eternal Life
Greek

Hebrew

•

Detached from
this world

•

IN this world (and
every)

•

Something that
starts when this
world is over

•

Life lived in
harmony with
God

Error & Sin
Greek

•
•

Hebrew

Wrong belief or
incorrect
thinking

•

Wrong behavior

•

Emphasizes what
a person DOES

Emphasizes what
a person KNOWS

Describing God
Greek

Hebrew

•

Focuses on the
nature of the
being

•

Focuses on the
nature of the
relationship

•

What/who is this
God?

•

How does this
God relate?

Faith
Greek

•

Hebrew

•

Faith is
intellectual

•

Creeds, doctrines, • Experiences of
belief statements
and with God

•

Proof tex to
support belief

•

Faith is
relational

No attempt to
rationalize

“There is no concept of a ‘natural’ world in ancient Near East thinking. The dichotomy
between natural and supernatural is a relatively recent one…Nothing happened
independently of deity. The gods did not ‘intervene’ because that would assume that
there was a world of events outside of them that they could step into and out of. There
are no ‘miracles’ (in the sense of deviating from that which is ‘natural’), there were
only signs of the deity’s activity (sometimes favorable, sometimes not).
- Walton, The Lost World of Genesis One

Ultimate truth
Greek
• Truth is rational
and scientific

•

• Focus in Scripture is •
on HOW it was done

• Belief comes as one
thinks through
validation

Hebrew
Truth is religious/
experiential
Focus in Scripture is
on WHAT was done
and WHO

• Belief comes through
the experience

Truth Over Time
Greek

•

Truth is static
and unchanging

Hebrew

•

Truth is
unfolding

We must be aware of the inherent danger of imposing our own cultural ideas on the
text.
“Sound interpretation proceeds from the belief that the divine and human authors were
competent communicators and that we can therefore comprehend their communication.
But to do so, we must respect the integrity of the author by refraining from replacing
his message with our own.”
- Walton, The Lost World of Genesis One
In summary, the ancient Israelites were closer in their thinking to Egyptians or
Babylonians than they would be to us.

Possible questions
•What is the level and nature of god’s
involvement in the world?
•What is god’s relationship to the cosmos? Is he
manifested within it? Is he controlling it from the
outside?
•Is there such a thing as the “natural” world?
•Is the account of creation the description of a
manufacturing process or the communication of
a concept?

Genesis 1:1 tlv
1 In the beginning God created the
heavens and the earth. 2 Now the earth
was chaos and waste, darkness was on
the surface of the deep, and the Ruach
Elohim was hovering upon the surface
of the water.

Created

What does it mean
to exist?

-

Will get to “in the beginning” in a second.
Now the earth…surface of the deep…
Creation ex nihilo?
“the beginning” refers to a period of time, not a point in time

-

Does material, physical make-up constitute existence? e.g. company & chair
In ANE thought, existence is functional, not merely material
E.g. saxophone

Genesis 1:1
ּבְֵראׁשִ֖ית ּבָָר֣א אֱֹלהִ֑ים אֵ֥ת הַׁשָּמַ֖יִם וְאֵ֥ת הָאֶָֽרץ
B’reisheet bara Elohim et hashamayim
v’haaretz
In the beginning, God created the
heavens and the earth

Created

ּבָָר֣א
bara: to shape, create
Transliteration: bara
Definition: to shape, create

Genesis 1:1
ַוְהָאֶָ֗רץ הָֽיְתָ֥ה תֹ֨הּו֙ וָבֹ֔הּו וְחׁ֖שְֶ עַל־ּפְנֵ֣י תְהֹ֑ום וְרּ֣וח
אֱֹלהִ֔ים מְַרחֶ֖פֶת עַל־ּפְנֵ֥י הַּמָֽיִם
Now the earth was chaos and waste,
darkness was on the surface of the
deep, and the Ruach Elohim was
hovering upon the surface of the water

-

Occurs about 50 times in TNK
Deity is always subject or implied subject (creation is a divine activity)
No occurrence demands a material object, but every occurrence demands a
functional object (purpose for which it is created is the focus)
ANE concept of creation = function
I DO BELIEVE that God created everything materially
curriculum, company, committee

Formless & Void

תֹ֨הּו֙ וָבֹ֔הּו

-

Occurs 20 times
David Tsumura translates as “unproductive”
Functionless, without purpose, unordered

tohu: formlessness, confusion,
unreality, emptiness
emptiness :bohu

Order vs Chaos

CHAOS/
Disorder

Nonorder

- These status’ do not have a moral quality, but are status’ of functionality or nonfunctionality

Order

Possible questions

What kind of creation
account is this?

- If Genesis 1 is not telling a story of material creation, then what kind of creation is
this?

Genesis 1:5 tlv
5 And God called the light Day, and the
darkness he called Night. And the
evening and the morning were the first
day.
Z

-

Why didn’t God call the light…”light”?
It’s not about light, but a period of light

